
WiFi network  
GiNet at Saint Lucia 

Overview 
The GiNet project is one of the project that Taiwan and  
Saint Lucia cooperated together.  The purpose of this  
project is to improve the Information and Communication  
Technology(ICT) infrastructural development of Saint  Lucia 
and to bridge digital divide between the urban and  rural 
areas. The project total established 63 WiFi  hotspots 
among five districts(such as Castries, Dennery,  Micoud, 
Vieux Fort, and Canaries) in the island. The 
related equipment, technology and management 
expertise are all sourced from Taiwan. 

Deployment 
Saint Lucia is a sovereign island country in the West Indies  

in the eastern Caribbean Sea on the boundary with the  

Atlantic Ocean. Part of the Lesser Antilles, it is located  

north of the island of Saint Vincent, northwest of  

Barbados and south of Martinique. It covers 617 km2 land  

area, which is as big as three Taipei cities. Its capital is  

Castries. 

St. Lucia has been trying to promote its economy. As one  

of Taiwan diplomatic relations countries, Taiwan is  

dedicated to help St. Lucia economic development, such 
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as agricultural technologies and infrastructure  

constructions. 

In 2015, St. Lucia started this project GiNet. By setting up  

WiFi network, not only helps citizens easy and safely to  

use WiFi, but also develops St. Lucia’s economy. 

 

 
 Installation and construction design of wireless  

backbone network 



 May, 2018: 3rd time ZCOM came to St. Lucia,  
helping them to solve some technical questions  
and finish the final check. 

Challenge 
For this project, the most challenging thing is the installation. When  the 

engineer was installing every outdoor AP, he needs to align outdoor  APs 

to the antenna, which was built on the tower. Every outdoor AP  must 

be checked again in case the WiFi strength will be influenced. 

The more accurate engineers aligned, the better WiFi strength is. 

 

AP Deployment 
With highquality and highcompatibility product features, ZCOM is responsible for installing all the  
outdoor APs and bridges for this project. 

Based on the condition, ZCOM choose outdoor AP, Wireless LAN Controller, and Bridge to build in Wi  Fi 
Network. The coverage area including five cities, including Castries, Dennery, Micoud, Vieux Fort,  and 
Canaries. 

Outdoor APs mostly build in such as school courtyard, parking lot, and centers. 

For example, firstly ZCOM provide outdoor WiFi coverage to areas surrounding The Community  Center 
and also extends to the bus stops, school courtyards, and extends to the field and classrooms in  
Dennery. Secondly, in Micoud ZCOM arranged to set up APs at CAC proposed location, post offices,  
school courtyards, and parking lots. Thirdly, ZCOM provided outdoors in front of the Arthur Lewis  
School and its courtyards and classrooms, then shopping plaza in Vieux Fort. Finally, Canaries will be  
provided WiFi coverage in the school courtyards, walkways, and churches. 

All the equipment and technology were imported from Taiwan. It was commenced in 2015 to enhance  
the internet penetration rate in St. Lucia. 

 

Conclusion 
Taiwanese project manager, Mrs. Karen Kuo, led her team to set up a workstation at the central  
market of Castries to test the GiNet free WIFI service and evaluate the maximum number of users at  
individual WIFI hot spot. Andrea, a vendor at central market, was excited to express her appreciation  
to Taiwan by sending messages via Whats app immediately after she was successfully connected.  
Many people logged on to the GiNet internet and gathered around the workstation to inquire related  
service information. In addition, children can get a better educated environment by using WiFi. 

Setting up a WiFi network not only promote economy, but also improve citizens’ life. 


